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A time-indexed family of V-homomorphisms between operator algebras
( jt : A  B)t # I is called a stochastic process in quantum probability. When
EC : B  C is a conditional expectation onto a subalgebra, the composed process
(kt=EC b jt)t # I is no longer V-homomorphic, but is completely positive and con-
tractive. In some situations, the filtered process k may be described by a stochastic
differential equation. The central aim of this paper is to study completely positive
processes k which admit a differential description through a stochastic equation of
the form dkt=kt b % :; d4
;
:(t), in which 4 is the matrix of basic integrators of finite
dimensional quantum stochastic calculus, and % is a matrix of bounded linear maps
on the algebra. The structure required of the matrix %, for complete positivity
of the process, is obtained. The stochastic generators of contractive, unital, and
V-homomorphic processes are also studied. These results are applied to the equa-
tion dVt=l :; Vt d4
;
:(t) in which l is a matrix of bounded Hilbert space operators.
 1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to give a thorough analysis of the quantum
stochastic differential equation (QSDE)
dkt=kt b %:; d4
;
:(t) (0.1)
from the point of view of positivity and contractivity of its solutions. Here
% is a (d+1)_(d+1)-matrix of bounded linear operators on a unital
C*-algebra, 4 is a d-dimensional quantum noise composed of the funda-
mental processes of quantum stochastic calculus with 400 as time itself
([Mey], [Par]) and summation over repeated greek indices is understood.
Positivity arises in three distinct but interrelated ways: (completely) positive
evolutions on the algebra; conjugation by adapted quantum stochastic
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processes; and V-homomorphic quantum stochastic flows on the algebra.
Time independence of the coefficient matrix % gives rise to a cocycle relation
enjoyed by the flow k ([Bra]); when d=0, k is a semigroup generated by %00 .
In general, averaging out the quantum noise in (0.1) leads to the equation
dPt=Pt b %00 dt,
satisfied by Pt=E b kt .
The existence of a solution of (0.1) is easily obtained by Picard iteration
and the basic estimate of quantum stochastic calculus ([HuP], [HLP]).
The main results of this work are: uniqueness of solutions (Theorem 3.1);
necessary and sufficient conditions on % for complete positivity of solutions
(Theorem 4.1); and necessary and sufficient conditions on % for a (d+1)-
positive solution to be contractive (Theorem 5.1). We also show how unital,
V-preserving and homomorphic solutions fit into this enlarged frame-
work and, specializing further, we obtain characterisations of isometric,
coisometric and contractive solutions V of the QSDE
dVt=l :; Vt d4
;
:(t) (0.2)
in terms of its stochastic generator la matrix of bounded linear Hilbert
space operators.
On the one hand our results provide a stochastic generalisation of the
characterisation of the generators of completely positive (and contractive)
semigroups on an operator algebra due to Lindblad ([Lin]), Gorini et al.
([GKS]), Christensen and D. E. Evans ([ChE] and references therein).
On the other hand the results extend M. P. Evans’ existence and unique-
ness theorem ([Ev,M]) for unital V-homomorphic solutions of (0.1),
Hudson and Parthasarathy’s characterisations ([HuP]) of unitary solu-
tions of (0.2) and the characterisation of contractivity for solutions of (0.2)
due to Fagnola and Mohari ([Fag], [Moh]).
The main technique introduced here is a representation of solutions of
(0.1) in terms of the semigroups on the algebra whose generator is a linear
combination of the %:; . This leads to a powerful form of uniqueness of solu-
tions (uniqueness of weak solutions), and allows the semigroup analysis
of Lindblad, Evans et al. to be exploited in the stochastic setting. The
main results were announced in the conference proceedings article [LiP].
V. P. Belavkin has independently obtained results in this directionsee his
contributions to the same proceedings. These ideas have application in
quantum filtering and quantum measurement (see [Bel], [BHH]).
1. POSITIVITY REVIEW
In this section we collect together some results on positivity preservation
for C*-maps and semigroups, and introduce terminology and notations
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which will be used in the following sections. A good reference for more
detail and a guide to the literature is [Ev,D]. A linear map : A1  A2
between C*-algebras is
Real if (a*)=(a)* \a # A1 ; (R)
Positivity preserving if (a*a)0 \a # A1 ; (Pp)
k-positive if (k): Mk(A1)  Mk(A2) is positivity preserving;
Completely positive if  is k-positive for every k; (CP)
where
(k)([aij])=[(a ij)] for [aij] # Mk(A1). (1.1)
We shall also use the term Real for involution preserving maps between
involutive spaces.
For a non-empty set S and C*-algebra A, a map k: S_S  A is non-
negative definite if
:
i, j
a i*k(s i , sj) a j0 (N-ND)
for each finite collection [(si , ai)] from S_A. This is equivalent to the
non-negativity of [k(si , sj)] in the C*-algebra Mn(A), for each finite
collection [s1 , ..., sn] from S.
Now let A be a unital C*-algebra and let C be a unital C*-bimodule
over A, thus the left action of A on C is a contractive homomorphism
from A into B(C) and the right action is defined through the adjoint:
c } a=(a* } c*)*. The unital condition implies that a } c=?(a) c, where ? is
a unital V-homomorphism A  C. For us C will be either A itself, a tensor
product over A (with bimodule action of a # A given by a1), the von
Neumann algebra generated by A in a given representation of A, or
a combination of these. To each linear map : A  C we associate the
sesquilinear map : A_A  C given by
(a1 , a2)=(a*1 a2)&(a*1 ) a2&a*1 (a2)+a*1 (1) a2 . (1.2)
Such a map : A  C is conditionally positive if
ac=0 O c*(a*a) c0, (cP)
and conditionally completely positive if
:
i
aici=0 O :
i, j
ci*(a i*aj ) cj0 (cCP)
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for finite collections [(ai , ci)] from A_C. We shall use the abbreviations
CP, cCP and N-ND to denote completely positive, conditionally com-
pletely positive and non-negative definite respectively. Finally, : A  C is
a derivation if it satisfies Leibnitz’ rule: (a1a2)=(a1) a2+a1 (a2). These
notions are intimately related.
Lemma 1.1. Let A, C and  be as above. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(a)  is conditionally completely positive;
(b)  is non-negative definite.
Proof. First note that
(1, a)=(a, 1)=0 (1.3)
and that (1.2) may be dressed up to
:
i, j
ci*(ai*aj ) cj
=:
i, j
ci* (ai , aj ) c j+:
i
ci*(ai*) x+x* :
j
(aj) cj&x*(1) x, (1.2$)
where x= j ajcj . Thus  is cCP if  is N-ND. Conversely, if  is cCP
and a1 , ..., an # A, c1 , ..., cn # C let a0=1 and c0=&ni=1 aici . Then, by
(1.2$),
0 :
n
i, j=0
ci* (ai , aj) cj .
But, by (1.3), each term in the sum where a zero index appears is zero.
Hence  is N-ND. K
The kernel of this coboundary-type operation is made up of derivations
and anti-commutators:
Lemma 1.2. Let A, C and  be as above. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(a) both  and & are cCP;
(b) =0;
(c) (a)=$(a)+[c, a] where $ is a derivation and [c, } ] is an anti-
commutator: a [ ca+ac with c # C.
If  is Real then c=c* and $ is Real in (c).
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is evident from Lemma 1.1. If 
is either a derivation or an anticommutator, then direct verification shows
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that =0. Therefore, since  is linear, (c) implies (b). If =0 define
$: A  C by $(a)=(a)&[c, a] where c= 12 (1). Then $(1)=0, so
0=$(a1 , a2)=$(a*1 a2)&$(a*1 ) a2&a*1 $(a2)
in other words, $ is a derivation. Thus (b) implies (c). If  is Real then
c= 12 (1)=c*, so [c, } ] is Real, therefore $ is Real in (c). K
Lemma 1.3. Let A, C and  be as above. For any isometric element u
of A,
(a1 , a2)=(ua1 , ua2)&(ua1 , u) a2&a*1 (u, ua2)+a*1 (u, u) a2 .
(V)
Proof. Twelve of the sixteen terms obtained by expanding the right
hand side of (V) cancel, and the remaining four terms make up the left
hand side. K
The following well-known result is a key one.
Theorem 1.4. Let A be a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space h, S a
non-empty set and k: S_S  A a non-negative definite map. Then there is
a Hilbert space K and a mapping /: S  B(h; K) such that
k(s1 , s2)=/(s1)* /(s2) (1.4i)
K=lin[/(s) !: ! # h, s # S ]. (1.4ii)
If (K$, /$) also satisfies (1.4i) then there is a (unique) isometry V # B(K; K$)
such that
V/(s)=/$(s). (1.4iii)
If (K$, /$) satisfies (1.4ii) as well then V is an isomorphism.
We call (K, /) a Gelfand pair if it satisfies (1.4i). By the last part of the
Theorem, minimal Gelfand pairs (that is, pairs satisfying (1.4ii)) are unique
up to isomorphism.
The next result, which is also well-known, is due to W. F. Stinespring.
Theorem 1.5. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and H a Hilbert space. If
: A  B(H) is completely positive, then
(a)=R*?(a) R (1.5i)
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for some representation (?, K) of A and element R of B(H; K), moreover
we may assume that the following minimality condition holds:
K=lin[?(a) R!: a # A, ! # H], (1.5ii)
in which case the representation is unital and we have the following form of
uniqueness. If ((?$, K$), R$) is another such pair satisfying (1.5i) then there
is a (unique) isometry V # B(K; K$) such that
V?(a) R=?$(a) R$. (1.5iii)
This isometry also satisfies
VR=?$(1) R$; ?(a)=V*?$(a) V.
The similarity with the previous result is no coincidencean elementary
proof may be based on the Gelfand pair associated with the N-ND map
(a1 , a2) [ (a*1a2). Conditionally completely positive maps may be simi-
larly analysed by considering the N-ND map .
There is one more notion we shall need for analysing generators of quan-
tum stochastic flows. If A is a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space H,
and (?, K) is a representation of A, then a map $: A  B(H; K) is
called a ?-derivation if
$(a1a2)=$(a1) a2+?(a1) $(a2).
For example, each R # B(H; K) determines a ?-derivation:
$R(a)=?(a) R&Ra. (1.6)
Such ?-derivations will be said to be implemented (by R). We quote a result
of E. Christensen and D. E. Evans ([ChE]).
Theorem 1.6. Let A be a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space h, and
let (?, K) be a representation of A. If $: A  B(h; K) is a ?-derivation
satisfying $(a)* $(a) # A (ultraweak closure of A in B(h)) then $ is imple-
mented : $=$R , for some R # B(h; K). Moreover an implementing R may be
found in the ultraweak closure of [$(a1) a2 : ai # A] in B(h; K).
For the last part of this section let A be a fixed unital C*-algebra,
and let P=(Pt)t0 be the one-parameter semigroup generated by a map
, # B(A). The following well-known result may be proved by going
through the resolvent family R* :=(*&,)&1, *>inf [t&1 ln &Pt &: t>0],
exploiting the identity Pt=limN   ((Nt) RNt)N, and using the fact that
a positivity preserving linear map T on A is bounded and satisfies
&T&=&T1&.
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Proposition 1.7. Let A, , and P be as above. Then P is positivity
preserving if and only if , is Real and conditionally positive. In this case P
is contractive if and only if ,(1)0.
The following result of G. Lindblad’s provides the easiest proof of the
analogous characterisation of completely positive semigroupsits proof
again goes through the resolvent family.
Lemma 1.8. Let A, , and P be as above. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(a) Pt(a*a)Pt(a)* Pt(a),
(b) , is Real and ,(a, a)a*,(1) a.
We include a proof of the following result, due to Lindblad and refined
by Evans and Lewis, since it is brief and instructive.
Theorem 1.9. Let A, , and P be as above. Then P is completely positive
if and only if , is Real and conditionally completely positive.
Proof. Since, for any k=k* # A, # :=[k, } ] is Real and cCP and et#=
etk } etk is CP, the Trotter product formula et(,&#)=limN  (e(tN ) ,_
e&(tN ) #)N allows us to assume without loss that ,(1)=0. If the semigroup
P is CP and  akck=0 then
c j*,(a j*ak) ck=lim
tz0
t&1c j*Pt(a j*ak) ck0,
so , is cCP. Conversely, if , is Real and cCP, and n # N, then, for
a=[a jp] # Mn(A),
,(n)(a, a)= :
n
j=1
, (n)(a j, a j)
where a j is the matrix obtained from a by deleting all entries except those
in the j th row. By Lemma 1.1 , is N-ND so
,(n)(a, a)= :
n
j=1
[,(a jp , a
j
q)]0=a*,
(n)(1) a.
Therefore, by the previous lemma, P (n)t =e
t, (n) is positivity preserving.
Hence P is a completely positive semigroup. K
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2. QUANTUM STOCHASTIC PROCESSES AND FLOWS
In this section we introduce the terminology and notation of quantum
stochastic processes, tailored to our current concerns. The basic references
are [HuP], [Ev,M], [P] and [Mey]. We fix a dimension d for the quan-
tum noise, and a unital C*-algebra A acting on a Hilbert space h, for the
quantum systems undergoing a random evolution. Let H=hF, the
Hilbert space tensor product of h with the symmetric Fock space over
L2(R+ ; Cd ). A subset S of (L2 & Lloc)(R+ ; C
d ) is called admissible if
. # S O ./[0, t] # S \t0; ES :=lin[=. : . # S ] is dense in F.
Here =. :=((n!)&12 . n), the exponential vector determined by ., and
/[0, t] is the indicator function of the interval [0, t].
We shall work with two specific admissible setsnamely, the set of
Cd-valued step functions
S :={ :
N
k=1
zk/[tk&1, tk) : N # N, z1 , ..., zN # C
d, 0=t0< } } } <tN = ,
and the whole of (L2 & Lloc)(R+ ; C
d ). In the latter case we shall write
simply E for ES .
Let L(hES ; H) denote the linear space of operators on H whose
domain is the algebraic tensor product hES . Thus L(hES ; H) con-
tains B(H), (by restriction), as well as many unbounded operators. By an
ES -process we mean a family X=(Xt)t0 in L(hES ; H) such that
R+ % t [ (!, Xt !) is Borel measurable,
for each ! # hES . Two ES-processes X and X$ are indistinguishable if
\! # hES , Xt!=X$t ! for a.a. t.
We identify indistinguishable processes. The collection of ES -processes
forms a linear space L(h, ES). By an ES -flow on A we mean a map
k: A  L(h, ES). Equivalently an ES -flow is a family k=(kt)t0 of maps
A  L(hES ; H) such that t [ (!, kt(a) !) is Borel measurable, for
each ! # hES , a # A. Flows k and k$ are identified if, for each a # A and
! # hES , kt(a) !=k$t(a) ! for almost all t.
We shall only be concerned with linear quantum stochastic flows, that is
maps k: A  L(h, ES) which are linearthe collection of these will be
denoted K(A, ES). An ES -process, X (or ES-flow k), may or may not have
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an adjoint process, that is an ES$ -process Y (respectively, ES$ -flow j) such
that
(!, Yt ’) =(Xt!, ’); respectively, (!, jt(a) ’)=(kt(a*) !, ’) ,
for ! # hES , ’ # hES$ . If k is linear and has an adjoint ES$ -flow j, then
clearly j is linear too. We write L*(h, ES), K*(A, ES) for the collections of
ES -processesflows having ES -adjoints (same admissible set)both are linear
spaces with involutionand we write X- and k- for their ES-adjoints.
An ES-process X will be called Real, non-negative, bounded, contractive,
isometric, ... if each of its constituent operators Xt has that property.
Similarly, an ES -flow k is unital, Real, positivity preserving, respectively
completely positive if each kt has that property, thus:
(!, kt(1) !)=&!&2 (U) (!, kt(a*) !) =(kt(a) !, !) (R)
(!, kt(a*a) !) 0 (Pp) (! p, kt(ap*aq) !
q)0. (CP)
A flow k # K(A, ES) is bounded, respectively contractive, if there is
[Ct : t0]/R such that
|(!, kt(a) ’) |Ct &!&&a&&’& (B) |(!, kt(a) ’) |&!&&a&&’&. (C)
A flow k # K*(A, ES) is multiplicative if
(k-t (a1*) !, kt(a2) ’)=(!, kt(a1a2) ’), (M)
and V-homomorphic if
&kt(a) !&2=(!, kt(a*a) !). (V-H)
For a bounded ES-process X we do not distinguish between Xt and its
unique continuous extension to an element of B(H). We summarise some
of the relationships between these properties next.
Proposition 2.1. Let k # K(A, ES), where S is an admissible set, so that
in particular k(1) # L(h, ES).
(a) If k is positivity preserving then k is bounded if and only if k(1) is
bounded, in which case &kt &=&kt(1)&.
(b) If k is V-homomorphic then k is completely positive, and k(1) is
orthogonal projection valuedin particular k is contractive.
Proof. (a) Let k # K(A, ES) be positivity preserving. If k(1) # L(h, ES)
is bounded then, since kt is order reserving,
|(!, kt(a) !) |&a&(!, kt(1) !) &a&&kt(1)&&!&2
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for a=a* # A, so kt(a) is bounded. By linearity kt(a) is bounded for every
a # A, so kt may be considered as a linear positivity preserving map
A  B(H). In particular, kt is bounded and &kt&=&kt(1)&.
(b) Let k # K(A, ES) be V-homomorphic. Then
(! p, kt(ap*aq) !
q)=&kt(ap) ! p&20,
for each finite collection [ap] from A, so k is completely positive. Since
&kt(1) !&2=(!, kt(1) !)&!&&kt(1) !&,
kt(1) is contractive so, by (a), k is a contractive flow and (V-H) is equiv-
alent to kt(a*)=kt(a)* and kt(a1a2)=kt(a1) kt(a2). In particular k(1) is
orthogonal projection valued. K
3. QUANTUM STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Let A be a C*-algebra acting on the Hilbert space h, and let
% # B(A; Md+1(A)) with components %:; # B(A), :, ;=0, 1, ..., d. In this
section we analyse the quantum stochastic differential equation (QSDE)
dkt=kt b %:; d4
;
:(t), (3.1)
under the initial condition that k0 is the trivial embedding a [ a1. In
particular we strengthen the current uniqueness result for this equation,
and give an explicit form for the unique solution, which we later use to
characterise properties of the solution k in terms of the stochastic generator %.
For the convenience of both readers and authors, we shall sometimes
write the equation in the following alternative matrix-vector form intro-
duced in [L]:
dkt=dAt*kt b :+kt b (_&@) } dNt+kt b ; dAt+kt b { dt (3.1$)
in which we are using the block matrices
[d4:;(t)]=\ dtdAt
dA t*
dNt + , [%:;]=\
{
:
;
_&@+ ,
@=id (d )A and } denotes the matrix contraction L } M=L
i
j M
j
i . Thus, for
example
kt b %10
dAt*kt b :=(d4
0
1(t)...d4
0
d (t)) \ b +=d40j (t) kt b % j0 .kt b %d0
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The Wick ordering here, whereby the creation integrator dAt* comes before
the integrand, and the annihilator afterwards, serves to maintain consistent
matrix-vector operations, and is not due to any non-adaptedness of the
integrandsindeed the component integrator differentials will all commute
with their integrands. All processes considered here will be adapted.
In order to analyse (3.1) in the present generality we consider a weaker
notion of solution than is usual. The reason for this is that uniqueness for
the equation has only been established under a contractivity assumption
which is inappropriate in the present context ([Ev,M], [HLP]). We shall
however turn this to our advantage by exploiting an explicit representation
of the unique weak solution.
Let S be an admissible subset of (L2 & LR )(R+ ; C
d )see (2.1). By an
ES -weak solution of (3.1) we mean an ES-flow k satisfying
R+ % t [ (u=. , kt(a) v=) is continuous (w-3.2i)
(u=. , kt(a) v=)=(u, av)(=. , =)+|
t
0
ds(u=. , ks b %:;(a) v=) .
:(s) ;(s);
(3.2ii)
for each u, v, .,  and a, with the conventions
.0=0 :=1 and u=. :=u=. . (3.3)
We shall make much use of the following notation. For maps ,: A1 
Md+1(A2) and elements z, w # Cd, let ,z, w : A1  A2 be given by
,z, w(a)=(1 z1 } } } zd ) ,(a) \
1
w1
b
wd+=z:,:;(a) w;, (3.4)
with the understanding that z0=w0 :=1. In terms of this notation, for
linear ES -flows, (3.2ii) reads
(u=. , kt(a) v=) =(u, av) e(., ) +|
t
0
ds(u=. , ks b %.(s), (s)(a) v=). (3.2ii)
By a strong (adapted ) solution of (3.1) on hES we mean an ES-flow satis-
fying (3.2ii).
R+ % t [ kt(a) u=. is continuous (s-3.2i)
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and
kt(a) u=./[0, t] # lin[v= : supp /[0, t]] (s-3.2iii)
kt(a) u=.=(kt(a) u=./[0, t]) =./(t, )
for all a # A, t0, u # h, . # S. The latter is an adaptedness condition.
The significance of these conditions is that, by the basic estimate of
[HuP], strong solutions necessarily satisfy
&kt(a) v=.&ks(a) v=.&2C .T max
:, ; |
t
s
dr &kr b %:;(a) v=.&
2
for s, t # [0, T], where the constant C .T is independent of a and v. This is
a considerable strengthening of (w-3.2i); likewise (3.2ii) is strengthened to
the quantum Ito^ formula (inner product form):
(kt(a1) u=. , kt(a2) v=) &(a1 u, a2 v) e(., )
=|
t
0
ds[(ks(a1) u=. , ks b %:;(a2) v=) +(ks b %
;
:(a1) u=. , ks(a2) v=)
+(ks b % j:(a1) u=. , ks b %
j
;(a2) v=)] .
:(s) ;(s). (3.5)
Note that, under condition (3.2ii), the continuity conditions (w-3.2i),
(s-3.2i) are equivalent to local integrability and local strong square
integrability of the respective functions.
Theorem 3.1. Let % # B(A; Md+1(A)).
(a) The QSDE (3.1) has a strong solution k% on hE, satisfying
(i) k% # K*(A, E), that is k% is linear and has an adjoint E-flow. In
particular, each of the sesquilinear forms
(!, ’) [ (!, k%t (a) ’)
is separately continuous.
(ii) There is a constant C .T , depending only on T and ., such that
&k%t1(a1) v1=.&k
%
t2
(a2) v2=.&2C .T (&a2&&v2&+&v2&+&a1&), (3.6)
for t1 , t2 # [0, T] where 2=max[ |t1&t2 |12, &a1&a2&, &v1&v2&].
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(iii) If .,  # S, with discontinuities contained in [0=t0<t1< } } } ],
then
(u=. , k%t (a) v=)=(u, e
(t1&t0) %.(t0), (t0) b } } } b e(t&tn) %.(tn), (tn) (a) v) e(., )
(3.7)
for t # [tn , tn+1).
(b) If S is an admissible set and k is an ES-weak solution of (3.1)
satisfying
sup { |(u=. , [kt(a1)&kt(a2)] v=) |&u&&a1&a2&&v& : t # [0, T], u, v, a1&a2{0=< (A)
for all .,  # S and T<, then k must be the restriction of k% to an ES-flow.
(c) The map % [ k% is involutive. Thus k% is Real if and only if % is
Real.
We divide the proof of this result up. First we show that, under the
continuity condition (A), linearity of % implies linearity of weak solutions
of (3.1).
Lemma 3.2. Let % # B(A; Md+1(A)). Any ES -weak solution of (3.1)
satisfying (A) is linear.
Proof. First note that, since %(0)=0,
(u=. , kt(0) v=) =|
t
0
ds :
:, ;
.:(s) ;(s)(u=. , ks(0) v=).
Iterating this identity we see that kt(0)=0, and that (A) implies
|(u=. , kt(a) v=) |C ., T &u&&a&&v&, t # [0, T] (A$)
for some constant C ., T . Using the linearity of % once more,
(u=. , [kt(a+*b)&kt(a)&*kt(b)] v=)
=|
t
0
ds .:(s) ;(s)(u=. , [ks(%:;(a)+*%
:
;(b))&ks(%
:
;(a))&*ks(%
:
;(b))] v=) ,
(V)
which may also be iterated. Iterating n times, and then applying (A$) we
obtain a bound of the form (n!)&1 (Dt)n C &u&(&a&+&*b&) &v& for the
modulus of (V). Thus k is linear. K
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Lemma 3.3. Let % # B(A; Md+1(A)). There is at most one ES-weak
solution of (3.1) satisfying (A).
Proof. Let k1 and k2 be ES -weak solutions of (3.1), both satisfying (A).
Then, by the previous lemma, k1 and k2 are linear, so
(u=. , [k1t (a)&k
2
t (a)] v=)
=|
t
0
ds(u=. , [k1s(%.(s), (s)(a))&k
2
s(%.(s), (s)(a))] v=) ,
which may be iterated. Proceeding as in the previous proof, we obtain the
result. K
In view of the linearity of ES -weak solutions of (3.1) satisfying (A), the
following estimate is easily obtained for such flows:
|(u=. , [kt(a1)&ks(a2)] v=) |
C ., T &u&&v& {&a1&a2&+|
t
s
dr&%.(r), (r) &(a1)&= . (3.8)
Notice that (A$) implies the existence of bounded linear maps n., t :
A  B(h) satisfying
(u, n., t (a) v)=(u=. , kt(a) v=); sup[&n
., 
t &: 0tT ]<.
On the other hand, the BanachSteinhaus Theorem implies that (A$) is
equivalent to the pair of conditions
sup[ |(u=. , kt(a) v=) | : &u&=&v&=1, 0tT ]<
sup[ |(u=. , kt(a) v=) | : &a&=1]<.
Assumption (A) is our replacement for the contractivity assumption on k,
and it turns out to be perfect for the job.
It is shown in [HLP] that the Picard iteration scheme
k[0]t (a)=a1; k
[N+1]
t (a)=a1+|
1
0
k[N]s b %
:
;(a) d4
;
:(s), N0,
converges strongly on hE to a linear strong solution k of (3.1) which
satisfies (3.6). An induction argument on the iterates shows that the Picard
scheme applied to %- gives an adjoint E-process. Since (3.6) implies (A), to
prove Theorem 3.1 it only remains to establish identity (3.7).
Proposition 3.4. Let % # B(A; Md+1(A)), and let k be the solution of
(3.1) obtained by Picard iteration, then k satisfies (3.7).
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Proof. Fix .,  # S and let [0=t0<t1< } } } ] contain their points
of discontinuity. Also fix u, v # h, n # N and t # (tn , tn+1], and define the
function
F: [tn , t] % s [ (u=. , (ks b Pt&s)(a) v=)
where (Pr)r0 is the semigroup with generator L=%.(tn), (tn) . By (3.8) F is
continuous. For s # [tn , t)
h&1(u=. , [(ks+h b Pt&s&h)(a)&(ks b Pt&s)(a)] v=) =(1)+(2)+(3)
where
(1)=(u=. , h&1[(ks+h&ks) b Pt&s](a) v=)
=h&1 |
s+h
s
dr(u=. , (kr b L b Pt&s)(a) v=)
 (u=. , (ks b L b Pt&s)(a) v=) as hz0
by the continuity of the integrand;
(2)=(u=. , ks(h&1[Pt&s&h(a)&Pt&s(a)]) v=)
 (u=. , (ks b (&L) b Pt&s)(a) v=) as hz0
by (3.8); and
(3)=(u=. , (ks+h&ks)(h&1[Pt&s&h(a)&Pt&s(a)]) v=)
 0 as hz0
also by (3.8).
Thus F has vanishing right derivative on [tn , t). Since F is continuous,
it is constantin particular
(u=. , kt(a) v=) =(u=. , (ktn b P(t&tn))(a) v=).
Applying this identity on [tk&1 , tk] for k=n, n&1, ..., 1, with the succes-
sive semigroups (es%.(tk), (tk)), gives (3.7) since kt0(a)=a1. K
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1, and permits us to refer to k%
as the quantum stochastic flow generated by %, and % as the quantum
stochastic generator of the flow k%.
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Proposition 3.5. Let k be the quantum stochastic flow generated by
% # B(A; Md+1(A)). Then, for u, v # h, a # A and t # R+ , the map
(., ) [ (u=. , kt(a) v=)
is jointly L2-continuous.
Proof. The Picard iteration scheme defining kt(a) gives the following
representation of (u=. , kt(a) v=):
e(., ) :

n=0
:
|:|=|;|=n
(u, %:n;n b } } } b %
:1
;1
(a) v) |
t
0
ds1 } } } |
sn&1
0
dsn /
;1
:1
(s1) } } } /
;n
:n
(sn)
where /;:(s) :=.
:(s) ;(s). From this it is straightforward to obtain a con-
stant C, depending only on &.&2 , &&2 and T, such that for any =>0,
|(u=. , kt(a) v=)&(u=.$ , kt(a) v=$) |=C &u&&a&&v&
as soon as &.&.$&, &&$&(= 7 1) and tT. K
4. CANONICAL FORM FOR THE GENERATOR OF
A COMPLETELY POSITIVE FLOW
In this section we establish the following characterisation of the gener-
ators of completely positive quantum stochastic flows.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space h,
let , # B(A; Md+1(A)) have block matrix form ( {:
;
_), and let k=k
% denote
the quantum stochastic flow generated by % :=,&$ , where $ =( 00
0
@ ) and
@=id (d )A . Then the following are equivalent.
(a) The flow k is completely positive.
(b) There is a unital representation (?, K) of A, a ?-derivation $ on
A with values in B (h; K) and an element D of B(hd; K) such that
,(a)=_ {(a)Ca+D* $(a)
aC*+$-(a) D
D*?(a) D & (4.1)
where C=:(1) # Ad, { is Real,
{(a1 , a2)=$(a1)* $(a2). (4.2)
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and
K=lin[$(a) !+?(a) D’ : a # A, ! # h, ’ # hd ]. (M)
(c) There is a completely positive map : A  Md+1(A") and an
element j of (A")d+1 such that
,(a)=(a)+J(a1)+(a1) J* (4.3)
where J=[$0; j
:] # Md+1(A").
Moreover the quadruple (K, ?, $, D) in (b) is unique in the sense that if
(K$, ?$, $$, D$) satisfy (4.1) and (4.2) then there is a unique isometry
V: K  K$ such that
VD=D$; V$(a)=$$(a); V?(a)=?$(a) V.
If (K$, ?$, $$, D$) also satisfy the minimality condition (M) then V is an
isomorphism.
We therefore obtain on the one hand a stochastic generalization of
Lindblad’s Theorem ([Lin]), and its refinement due to Christensen and
Evans ([ChE]), characterising the generators of norm continuous, com-
pletely positive semigroups on C*-algebras, and on the other hand a
completely positive generalisation of M. Evans’ characterization of unital
V-homomorphic flows in terms of their bounded generator ([Ev,M]).
Notice that, whereas the representation (4.1) is intrinsic, by the uniqueness
part of the theorem, the decomposition (4.3) is non-unique. For comparison,
Stinespring’s decomposition of completely positive maps (Theorem 1.5)
allows us to write (4.3) in the form
_R*?(a) R+la+al*La+D*?(a) R
R*?(a) D+aL*
D*?(a) D & (4.3$)
for R # B(h, K), D # B(hd; K), l # A" and L # (A")d.
The proof is divided into a series of propositions and lemmas. First note
that the condition for complete positivity of an ES -process k may be
simplified, by a re-indexing, to the family of inequalities:
(!, k (n)t ([ap*aq]) !) H n=(u
p=.p , kt(ap*aq) u
q=.q)H0 (4.4)
for each n # N, a1 , ..., an # A, u1, ..., un # h and .1 , ..., .n # S, where !=
(u1=.1 , ..., u
n=.n)
 # Hn.
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We exploit the following notation. For ,: A  Md+1(B), n # N and
Z # M dn(C)=(C
d )n, define
8Z : Mn(A) % [apq] [ [z:p ,:;(apq) z;q]np, q=1 # Mn(B) (4.5a)
with the convention that
z0q=1 for each q.
Note the following alternative expressions for 8Z :
8Z=X:*,:(n); ( } ) X
; (4.5b)
=Y*,(n)( } ) Y (4.5c)
where X:=diag[z:1 } } } z
:
n] # Mn(C)/Mn(B), and Y # M
n(d+1)
n (C)=
Mn(M d+11 (C)) is given by
y ( p&1)(d+1)+:+1q =$
p
q z
:
p (no summation here), (4.6)
thus
Y=_
1 z11 } } } z
d
1
1 z12 } } } z
d
2 . . .
1 z1n } } } z
d
n
&

.
Note that 8Z depends linearly on ,, and that
8Z=0 \Z if and only if ,=0.
In particular, (8Z)-=8-Z the map obtained from (4.5) when , is replaced
by ,-.
Throughout this section A will be a unital C*-algebra acting on a
Hilbert space h, and B will be the full algebra of all bounded operators
on h.
Proposition 4.2. Let , # B(A; Md+1(A)) and let k be the quantum
stochastic flow generated by %=,&$ . Then the following are equivalent:
(a) k is completely positive;
(b) , is Real and 8Z is conditionally positive for each Z # M dn(C),
n # N;
(c) , is Real and 8Z is conditionally completely positive for each n
and Z.
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Proof. If 8=(X:)* (,:;)
(n) ( } ) X; where X k # diag Mn(C), k=1, ..., d
and X0=In , then 8(m)=(X$:)* (,:;)
(nm) ( } ) X$; where X$:=X:Im , so
that X$k # diag Mnm(C) and X$0=Inm . The equivalence of (b) and (c) there-
fore follows from (4.5b). Moreover, from the remarks above, , is Real if
and only if each 8Z is Real.
By Proposition 3.5, (a) is equivalent to the complete positivity of the
restriction k of k% to hES . Now, by (3.7), if .,  # S then
(u=./[0, t] , kt(a) v=/[0, t])=(u, m
., 
t (a) v)
where, if [0=t0<t1< } } } ] contains the discontinuities of both . and ,
m., t : A  A is the bounded operator
P .(t0), (t0)(t1&t0) } } } P
.(tn), (tn)
(t&tn)
for t # [tn , tn+1)
where P z, ws =e
s,z, w (in the notation (3.4)). For .=(.1 , ..., .N) # SN define
M.t on MN(A) by
M.t : A=[apq] [ [m
.p , .q
t (apq)] (no summation).
Then, for u=(u1, ..., uN) # hN, t # [tn , tn+1) (where now [0=t0<t1< } } } ]
contains all the discontinuities of .), !t=(u1=.1/(0, t] , ..., u
N=.N /[0, t]),
(!t , k (N )t (A) !t) H N=(u
p, m.p , .qt (apq) u
q) h
=(u, M .t (A) u) h
=(u, e(t1&t0) 80 } } } e(t&tn) 8n(A) u) h N ,
where 8k=8.(tk) . It follows, by observation (4.4), that complete positivity
for each kt is equivalent to positivity for each of the semigroups (es8Z). The
equivalence of (a) and (b) therefore follows from Proposition 1.7. K
Proposition 4.3. Let k be the quantum stochastic flow generated by
%=,&$ , where , is of the form (4.3). Then k is completely positive.
Proof. If , has the form (4.3) then , is Real and, by (4.5c),
8Z(A)=Y*(n)(A) Y+LZA+AL*Z , A # Mn(A),
where Y is given by (4.6) and LZ=diag[z:1k
:, ..., z:nk
:]. Since this is mani-
festly conditionally positive, the result follows from Proposition 4.2. K
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Lemma 4.4. Let , # B(A; Md+1(A)) be Real, with block matrix form
( {:
:-
_ ), and such that 8Z is conditionally completely positive for each
Z # (Cd ), n # N. Then
(a1 , a2)=_ {(a1 , a2):(a1*a2)&:(a1*) a2
:-(a1*a2)&a1*:
-(a2)
_(a1*a2) & (4.7)
defines a non-negative definite map : A_A  Md+1(A).
Proof. We first show that, for any finite collection [(ap , zp , bp):
p=1, ..., N ] in A_Cd_B,
bp*z
:
p 
:
;(ap , aq) z
;
q bq0. (V)
Put aN+1=1, Z=(z1 , ..., zN , 0) # (Cd )N+1 and bN+1=&Np=1 apbp
recalling our convention that z;p=0 when ;=0. Then 
N+1
w=1 awbw=0, so
0b*wz:w,
:
;(a*waw$) z
;
w$bw$
=bp*z
:
p,
:
;(ap*aq) z
;
q bq+bp*z
:
p,
:
;(ap*) $
;
0 bN+1
+b*N+1 $:0 ,
:
;(aq) z
;
q bq+b*N+1 $
:
0,
:
;(1) $
;
0 bN+1
=bp*[z
:
p,
:
;(ap*aq) z
;
q&z
:
p,
:
0(ap*) aq&ap*,
0
;(aq) z
;
q+ap*,
0
0(1) aq] bq
=bp*[z
i
p,
i
j (ap*aq) z
j
q+z
i
p [,
i
0(ap*aq)&,
i
0(ap*) aq]
+[,0j (ap*aq)&ap*,
0
j (aq)] z
j
q+,
0
0(ap , aq)] bq ,
which establishes (V).
Now let a1 , ..., an # A. We must prove that [((ap , aq))] is non-negative
in Mn(Md+1(A)). This is equivalent to the non-negativity (in B(h)) of
(c:p)* 
:
;(ap , aq) c
;
q (-)
for each collection [c;q : q=1, ..., n; ;=0, ..., d ] in B(h). Putting aq= aq ,
zkq= $
k
= , bqk=c
k
q and bq0=c
0
q&
d
j=1 c
j
q , we have
:
d
==0
z;q=bq= c
;
q , for q=1, ..., n and ;=0, ..., d,
so that (-) may be written
b*p$ z:p$ 
:
;(ap$ , aq=) z
;
q=bq= .
The result therefore follows from the first part, with N=n(d+1). K
Proposition 4.5. Let , be as in Lemma 4.4. Then there is a unital
representation (?, K) of A, a ?-derivation $: A  B(h; K) and an element
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D of B(hd; K) such that , is given by (4.1) and satisfies (4.2) and (M).
Whenever , satisfies (4.1) and (4.2) for another such quadruple (K$, ?$,
$$, D$), there is a unique isometry V: K  K$ such that
VD=D$; V$(a)=$$(a); V?(a)=?$(a) V.
If (K$, ?$, $$, D$) also satisfies the minimality condition (M) then V is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Let (K, /) be the Gelfand pair associated with the N-ND map
 defined in (4.7). Thus K is a Hilbert space and / a map A 
B(hd+1; K) satisfying (i) /(a1)* /(a2)=(a1 , a2), and (ii) lin[/(a) ‘:
a # A, ‘ # hd+1]=K, equivalently, (ii)$ & [ker /(a)*: a # A]=[0]. By the
sesquilinearity and boundedness of , the map / is linear and bounded. Let
us write / in the block vector form /=($ #), where $: A  B(h; K) and
#: A  B(hd; K), then (4.7) reads
_ {(a1 , a2):(a1*a2)&:(a1*) a2
:-(a1*a2)&a1*:
-(a2)
_(a1*a2) &=_
$(a1)* $(a2)
#(a1)* $(a2)
$(a1)* #(a2)
#(a1)* #(a2)& .
(4.8)
Since $(a)* $(1)={(a, 1)=0 and #(a)* $(1)=:(a*)&:(a*)=0, the mini-
mality condition (ii)$ implies that $(1)=0. For u # A isometric let /u=
($u #u) where $u(a)=$(ua)&$(u) a and #u(a)=#(ua). Then, by Lemma 1.3,
(4.8) and some algebraic manipulations, we see that /u(a1)* /u(a2)=
/(a1)* /(a2). Therefore (by the uniqueness of minimal Gelfand pairs) there
is a unique isometry ?(u) on K such that ?(u)[$(a) !+#(a) ’]=[$(ua)&
$(u) a] !+#(ua) ’. Since $(1)=0, uniqueness implies that ?(1)=1. Com-
paring the action of ?(uv) and that of ?(u) ?(v) on [$(a) !+#(a) ’], where
v # A is another isometry, we see that ? defines a unitary representation of
the group UA on K. By the linearity of the maps $ and #, if x= *pup ,
with up # UA and *p # C,
: *p ?(up)[$(a) !+#(a) ’]=[$(xa)&$(x) a] !+#(xa) ’.
It follows that ? extends uniquely to a representation of A on K, satis-
fying ?(a)[$(a$) !+#(a$) ’]=[$(aa$)&$(a) a$] !+#(aa$) ’. Putting ’=0
we see that $ is a ?-derivation, and putting D=#(1) we have #(a)=?(a) D.
Putting a1=1 in (4.8) therefore gives _(a)=D*?(a) D and :(a)=:(1) a+
D* $(a). The first part now follows.
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If (K$, ?$, $$, D$) also satisfies (4.1) and (4.2), then it also satisfies (4.8)
with #$(a)=?$(a) D$. By the uniqueness of minimal Gelfand pairs, there is
a unique isometry V : K  K$ such that
V[$(a) !+?(a) D’]=$$(a) !+?$(a) D$$.
The second part now follows too. K
Proposition 4.6. Let , # B(A; Md+1(A)) be given by (4.1), in terms of
a representation (?, K) of A, a ?-derivation $: A  B(h; K), D # B(hd; K),
C # Ad and { # B(A) a Real map satisfying (4.2). Then there is j # (A")d+1
and S # B(hd+1; K) such that , is given by (4.3) with (a)=S*?(a) S.
Proof. Since $(a1)* $(a2)={(a1 , a2) # A for a1 , a2 # A, the conditions
for Theorem 1.6 are satisfied. Therefore there is an operator R # B(h; K)
such that
$(a)=?(a) R&Ra; R # lin[$(a1) a2 : ai # A] (V)
the ultraweak closure in B(h; K). Let {0(a)=R*?(a) R, then
:(a)=(C&D*R) a+D*?(a) R; {0(a1 , a2)=$(a1)* $(a2).
Moreover, by (V),
D*R # (A")d and {0 is A"-valued.
Therefore, by Proposition 1.2, ({&{0) is the sum of an A"-anticom-
mutator and a derivation A  A", and so, by another application of
Theorem 1.6, there is j 0 # A" such that
{(a)=R*?(a) R+ j 0a+aj 0*.
Putting j i=(C&D*R) i and S=(R D) # B(hd+1; K) we obtain the form
(4.3) with =S*?( } ) S, as required. K
Propositions 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6, in conjunction with the characterisation of
complete positivity of k in terms of % given in Proposition 4.2, constitute
the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5. V-HOMOMORPHIC, CONTRACTIVE AND INNER FLOWS
In this section we establish further correspondences between properties
of a quantum stochastic flow and its generator, and apply these to ‘‘inner
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flows’’that is flows of the form kt(a)=V t*aVt , where V is governed by an
equation of the form dVt=l :;Vt d4
;
:(t) with l
:
; # A.
First note the following identity for ES-weak solutions of (3.1). If
!=u p=.p # hES then
(!, kt(a) !)H=(!, (a1) !)H+|
t
0
ds(x(s), (k (d+1)s b %)(a) x(s))Hd+1
(5.1)
where x:(s)=.:p(s) u
p=.p . This is a clue to an interesting interplay between
the dimension of the quantum noise and the degree of positivity required
of a flow in order to characterise contractivity of the flow in terms of its
generator.
Theorem 5.1. Let , # B(A; Md+1(A)) with block matrix form ( {:
;
_),
and let k be the quantum stochastic flow generated by %=,&$ . Then we
have the following collections of equivalences.
(ai) k is unital ;
(aii) %(1)=0;
(aii)$ ( {(1):(1)
;(1)
_(1))=(
0
0
0
1).
(bi) k is multiplicative;
(bii) %(a1a2)=%(a1)(a21)+(a11) %(a2)+%(a1) $ (1) %(a2); (5.2)
(bii)$ \{(a1a2):(a1a2)
;(a1 a2)
_(a1a2)+
=\{(a1) a2+a1{(a2)+;(a1) :(a2):(a1) a2+_(a1) :(a2)
;(a1) _(a2)+a1 ;(a2)
_(a1) _(a2) + ,
in other words, _ is homomorphic, : is a _-derivation, ;- is a _--derivation,
and {(a1 , a2)=;(a1*) :(a2)+a1*{(1) a2 .
(ci) k is V-homomorphic;
(cii) %(a*a)=%(a)* (a1)+(a1)* %(a)+%(a)* $ (1) %(a);
(cii)$ ,=( {$
$-
_ ) where _ is V-homomorphic, $ is a _-derivation, { is
Real and {(a1 , a2)=$(a1)* $(a2)+a1*{(1) a2 .
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(di) k is V-homomorphic and unital ;
(dii)$ ,=( {$
$-
? ) where ?: A  Md (A) is a unital representation of A
on hd, $: A  Ad/B(h; hd) is a ?-derivation, {: A  A is Real and
satisfies {(a1 , a2)=$(a1)* $(a2).
Moreover, if k% is (d+1)-positive then we also have the equivalence
(ei) k is contractive;
(eii) %(1)0.
Proof. (a) Since
(u=. , kt(1) v=) &(u=. , v=)=|
t
0
ds(u=. , ks(%.(s), (s)(1)) v=) ,
k is unital if and only if %z, w(1)=0 for each, z, w # Cd. The equivalence of
(ai) and (aii) follows.
(b) Since k # K*(A, E) and %-:;(c*)=%
;
:(c)*, we may express the dif-
ference
(k-t (a1*) u=. , kt(a2) v=) &(u=. , kt(a1a2) v=) (5.3)
as
|
t
0
ds .:(s) ;(s)[(k-s (a1*) u=. , ks(%
:
;(a2)) v=)
+(k-s (%
:
;(a1)*) u=. , ks(a2) v=)
+(k-s (%
:
j (a1)*) u=. , ks(%
j
;(a2)) v=)&(u=. , ks(%
:
;(a1a2)) v=)]. (5.4)
If k is multiplicative then, since the integrand is continuous at s=0 when
.,  # S, we obtain the identity
(u, z:w;[a1 %:;(a2)+%
:
;(a1) a2+%
:
j (a1) %
j
;(a2)&%
:
;(a1a2)] v) =0.
by putting .=z/[0, {] , =w/[0, {] and letting {z0. Since this holds for
each u, v, z, w, the bracketed expression must vanishin other words (5.2)
holds. Conversely, if (5.2) holds then, by linearity, (5.4) is the integral of a
sum of (d+2) terms of the form (5.3), and so the identity may be iterated.
Iterating n times and then applying the estimate (3.8) gives a bound of the
form (n!)&1 C1 C n2 for (5.3), so (5.3) must vanish. Thus (bi) and (bii) are
equivalent.
(c) Since, by Theorem 3.1(c), k is Real if and only if % is Real, this
follows from (b).
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(d) This follows from (c) and (a).
(e) If k is (d+1)-positive and %(1)0 then, by (5.1), 0
(!, kt(1) !)&!&2. Thus k is contractive by Proposition 2.1. Conversely,
suppose that k is positivity preserving and contractive. Then k is Real and
(!, kt(1) !)&!&2 so, by (5.1),
0|
t
0
ds (x(s), (k (d+1)s b %)(1) x(s))H d+1 .
Choosing .p=zp/[0, {] , p=1, ..., n, the integrand is continuous at 0 so,
dividing by t, letting tz0 and then letting {z0 we have
0(x, %(1) x) hd+1
for x:=z:p u
p. Since, by choosing nd+1, every element of hd+1 is
expressible in this form, for suitable u1, ..., un in h and z1 , ..., zn in Cd, this
implies that %(1)0. Thus (ei) is equivalent to (eii), and the proof is
complete. K
Theorem 5.1 nicely generalises well-known characterisations of proper-
ties of norm continuous semigroups on A in terms of their bounded gener-
ators, as did Theorem 4.1. Thus, for example when d=0 (c) says that the
semigroup (etL) on A is V-homomorphic if and only if L is a V-derivation,
and (e) reassures us that if (etL) is positivity preserving, then it is con-
tractive if and only if L(1)0. At the same time Theorem 5.1 generalises
M. P. Evans’ characterisation of unital V-homomorphic quantum stochastic
flows governed by a QSDE of the form (3.1), and also the characterisation
of contractive QS processes governed by QSDE’s of the form dV=l :; V d4
;
:
(see below) due to F. Fagnola and A. Mohari.
We now specialise to ‘‘inner flows.’’
Proposition 5.2. Let l # Md+1(A) and let S be an admissible set.
Define quantum stochastic generators
%0: a [ (a1) l, and %: a [ l*(a1)+(a1) l+l* $ (a) l.
Let k0 and k be the corresponding flows, and let V=k0(1) # L(h, E). Then
(a) k0t (a)=aVt ;
(b) V is the unique solution of the H-P equation dVt=l :;Vt d4
;
:(t);
V0=I satisfying
sup[ |(u=. , Vt v=) |: &u&=&v&=1, 0tT ]< \T>0, .,  # S ;
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(c) aVtv= # Dom(V t*), for all a, t, v and ; and kt(a)=V t*aVt ;
and, if V is a bounded process then,
(d) W=VV* satisfies
dW=(l :;W+Wl
;*:+l :j Wl
;
j*) d4
;
a . (5.5)
Proof. Since et%
0
z, w(a)=aetlz, w, where lz, w=z:w;l :; , (3.5) implies that
(u=. , k0t (a) v=)=(a*u=. , k
0
t (1) v=) =(u=. , aVt v=)
for .,  # S. By the separate continuity of each of these sesquilinear forms,
k0t (a) !=aVt! for ! # hE, so (a) holds, and dVt=k
0
t (l
:
;) d4
;
:(t)=
l :;Vt d4
;
a(t). Conversely, for any ES-weak solution V of this equation
k0t (a)=aVt defines an ES-weak solution of dk
0=k0 b %0:; d4
;
a , so uniqueness
of V follows from Theorem 3.1.
(c) Fix u, v, . and , and consider the map Ft : A  C given by
Ft(a)=(u=. , kt(a) v=.)&(Vt u=. , aVtv=). By the quantum Ito^ formula
(in inner product form)
Ft(a)=|
t
0
ds Fs(%.(s), (s)(a)).
After n iterations of this, we may use the estimate (3.6) to give a bound of
the form (n!)&1 C1 C n2 for Ft(a), and so deduce that it vanishes. (c) follows.
(d) If V is a bounded process, then we may apply the quantum Ito^
formula in product form to W=VV*, and (d) results. K
In block matrix form, if l=( iH&RG
F
S&1) where H and R are self-adjoint,
then
%(a)=_i[a, H]&[a, R]+G*(a1) GF*a+S*(a1) G
aF+G*(a1) S
S*(a1) S&a1& , (5.6)
where [ , ] and [ , ] denote commutator and anti-commutator respec-
tively.
Theorem 5.3. Let l # Md+1(A) with block matrix form ( iH&RG
F
S&I ),
where H and R are self-adjoint, and let V # L(h, E) and k # K(A, E) be the
process and flow defined in Proposition 5.2. Then we have the following
collection of equivalences.
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(ai) V is isometric;
(aii) l+l*+l* $ (1) l=0;
(aii)$ S is isometric, F=&G*S and R= 12G*G;
(aiii) k is unital.
(bi) V is coisometric;
(bii) l+l*+l $ (1) l*=0;
(bii)$ S is coisometric, G=&SF* and R= 12FF*;
(biii) k is multiplicative and S is coisometric;
(ci) V is unitary;
(cii) l+l*+l $ (1) l*=l+l*+l* $ (1) l=0;
(cii)$ l=( [iH&(12) G*G]G
&G*S
S&I ), S unitary, H self-adjoint;
(ciii) k is *-homomorphic and unital, and S is coisometric.
(di) V is contractive;
(dii) l+l*+l* $ (1) l0;
(dii)$ l=( [iH&(12) G*G&T]G
&[M+G*C]
C&1 ) where (
2T
M*
M
1&C*C)0 and
H=H*;
(diii) k is contractive.
Proof. Let %: a [ l*(a1)+(a1) l+l* $ (a) l, with block matrix
form (5.6). Then % is Real,
%(1)=l+l*+l* $ (1) l=\[G*G&2R][F*+S*G]
[F+G*S]
[S*S&1]+ , (5.7)
and
2 :=l+l*+l $ (1) l*=\[FF*&2R][G+SF*]
[FS*+G*]
[SS*&1] + . (5.8)
Algebraic manipulations reveal the identities
%(a)(b1)+(a1) %(b)+%(a) $ (1) %(b)&%(ab)
=(1+$ (1) l )* (a1) 2(b1)(1+$ (1) l ), (5.9)
(1+$ (1) l )* 2(1+$ (1) l )
=\[FF*&2R+(FS*+G*) G+G*S(F*+S*G)]S*S(F*+S*G)
(F+G*S ) S*S
[(S*S )2&S*S]+ .
(5.10)
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(a) Since V t*Vt=kt(1), V is isometric if and only if k is unital, so (a)
follows from Theorem 5.1(a) and (5.7).
(b) If V is coisometric then in particular it is bounded so, by
Proposition 5.2, W=VV* satisfies (5.5). Since Wt=I for all t, this says
that 0=2:; 4
;
:(t). But the operators 4
;
:(t) are linearly independent (for
t>0), so 2=0. Conversely, if 2=0 then, by (5.9), the Reality of % and
Theorem 5.1, k is V-homomorphic (and S is coisometric). In particular
V*V=k(1) is contractive (by Proposition 2.1). Therefore V is contractive
and W=VV* satisfies (5.5). But the identity process also satisfies (5.5)
since 2=0. Therefore X=VV*&I satisfies
Xt=|
t
0
(l :; Xs+Xs(l
;
:)*+l
:
j Xs(l
;
j )*) d4
;
:(s).
This implies that (u=. , Xtv=) is an integral from 0 to t of a sum of
(d+1)2 (d+2) terms of the form (m*u=. , Xs n*v=) where m* , n** #
[l :; , 1]. Iterating this, and then using the uniform bound &Xs&2 to
estimate the integrand, therefore gives a bound of the form (n!)&1 C1 C n2 for
|(u=. , Xsv=) |. Therefore X=0, in other words V is coisometric. Finally
suppose that k is multiplicative and S is coisometric. Then, by Theorem 5.1
and (5.9), (1+$ (1) l )* 2(1+$ (1) l )=0. In particular (FS*+G*)=
(F+G*S ) S*SS*=0 and S(F*+S*G)=(FS*+G*)*=0 so, by (5.10),
FF*=2R. Therefore 2=0 by (5.8).
(c) Combines (a) and (b).
(d) Since V is contractive if and only if k(1)=V*V is contractive,
Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 5.1 imply the equivalence (d). K
Remark. To see the necessity of the co-isometry assumption on S
in (biii) and (ciii) let l=[ iH&(12) FF*0
F
&I ]. In this case 2=&$ (1) and
$ (1)(1+l )=0. By (5.9)
%(a)(b1)+(a1) %(b)+%(a) $ (1) %(b)&%(ab)
=(1+l )* $ (1)(ab1) $ (1)(1+l )=0,
so by Theorem 5.1 k is multiplicative, however, since S=0, V is not co-
isometric. The simplest example, in one dimension of quantum noise, is the
orthogonal projection valued process V given by
Vt u=.=u=./(t, ) .
This is adapted and satisfies
dVt=&Vt d4(t), kt(a)=Vt a=aVt .
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